Capesthorne Division Report - July 2021
Alderley Edge District News

Alderley Edge

We seem to be busier than ever this term with most units going from strength to strength over
zoom.
We held a very successful District outdoor face to face event for Guides in May lighting fires,
making smores, tracking and tie dyeing t-shirts.
Several units from Rainbows to Guides have worked for their Blue Peter Green badge deciding their 3 challenges to complete and planting sunflowers. Units also made “waves of
hope” for the Crack the Crisis appeal for the G7 summit and had our hands featured on their
website. Several units took part in Zoom to the Moon which they thoroughly enjoyed and the
Clever Cogs Making Waves badge launch evening which was excellent for older girls.

Wilmslow District:

Wilmslow

Wilmslow Units have been continuing on Zoom, doing
some amazing things with the girls and “Zoom to the
Moon”.
However they are really struggling for leaders now and a
Volunteer recruitment campaign is needed.

We have also earned our Queen’s 95 birthday badge by attending virtual Royal garden parties
with a dressing as the Queen scavenger hunt and toasting her good health.
We appreciate that zoom is difficult for some leaders and some families and we are very
grateful for those leaders and families who have stuck with us and grown with it - it has been
very rewarding to see how Rainbows, Brownies and Guides have developed in confidence
during this period.

Handforth District News
Jodrell District News

Jodrell

There has been a huge amount of activity in Jodrell District. 14 out of 16
Units are actively meeting Outdoors (not all are every week though) and
just 2 are remaining on Zoom. One Unit has managed to write 7 RA’s by
taking their girls to different venues as they couldn’t meet indoors in their
usual meeting place.
There have been picnics for the Queens Birthday, making sundials, making
fruit kebabs, learnt cricket skills. making aprons. going pond dipping,
having mini camp fires, playing Foot Golf, going orienteering, changing
fuses, measuring car braking distances, joining Zoom to the Moon, eating
ice cream and generally enjoying a summer outdoors, albeit at 2m with lots
of sanitiser !

Handforth

Local Covid restrictions and uncertainties have impacted plans to meet but
several units have made the most of the opportunities still available, meeting
outdoors when possible and/or continuing to meet via Zoom.
Rainbows have been planting sunflowers, gaining the Green Blue Peter badge,
taking the Teddy Bears Picnic Challenge, many made their Promise and one
even gained her Bronze Award
Brownies have enjoyed many Zoom activities including a holiday on a Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory theme. Most are now meeting outdoors but
attendance is erratic. Two have completed a Gold Award under the New
Programme,
Guides have been mostly outside hiking, making bird feeders, painting rocks,
making their own butter for dampers and making trial rations. Online some
have joined the “Zoom to the Moon” sleepover.

